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Summary of IENG Sary’s Appeal Against the OCIJ’s Constructive Denial of IENG 
Sary’s Third Request for Investigative Action 
 
Introduction 
 
On 19 October 2009, the Defence filed an Appeal against the OCIJ’s constructive denial 
of IENG Sary’s Third Request for Investigative Action.  Through the Third Investigative 
Request, the Defence sought to have information placed in the Case File relating to the 
applicable law, strategy and procedure of the OCIJ’s judicial investigation.  The Request 
was necessary because the OCIJ’s investigational methodology is currently entirely 
opaque.  Without a clear explanation of the law that is being applied to the investigation 
and a transparent investigational plan which includes the OCIJ’s strategy in searching for 
exculpatory evidence, the Defence cannot ensure that Mr. IENG Sary’s fundamental fair 
trial rights are being protected.  The OCIJ’s failure to respond to the Third Investigative 
Request, despite the fact that it was filed over four months ago, amounted to a 
constructive denial of the Request.  The OCIJ, quite clearly, is trying to run out the clock 
through deliberate delay or inaction: closing its investigation without having to disclose 
any information which may tend to call into question the quality and integrity of its 
investigative efforts.  This obstructs the Defence’s ability to ensure that Mr. IENG Sary 
receives a fair trial and has negative implications for the transparency of the proceedings.  
Therefore, the Defence submitted this Appeal. 

 
Information The Defence Requested from the OCIJ through the 3rd Investigative 
Request 
 
The Defence specifically requested the OCIJ to provide the following information in 
order to shed light on the OCIJ’s investigational methodology: 
 

 which law is being applied by the OCIJ to the judicial investigation;  
 and if more than one law is being applied, what criteria are used in the selection process; 
 the overall strategy of the OCIJ in conducting the judicial investigation;  
 the stages into which the judicial investigation has been separated and the schedule by 

which the OCIJ plans to complete these stages;  
 whether any concrete data exist relating to this information requested; 
 whether any Investigators have worked in any other key investigative entity such as DC 

Cam or the Office of the Co-Prosecutors (“OCP”) in addition to the OCIJ;  
 the prior investigative experience of each Investigator before joining the OCIJ; 
  information which could affect the impartiality of any past or present OCIJ Investigator 

which is either within the knowledge of the OCIJ or which has been brought to its 
attention by one of the parties;  

 the training (legal or otherwise) that has been provided to the Investigators;  
 whether all reports collated by the OCIJ are placed on the Case File and what happens to 

the reports that are not added to it;  
 whether reports have been made by Investigators detailing further observations at the 

scene, actions of Investigators and disposition of all evidence recovered and if so whether 
they were all placed on the Case File;  
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 whether evidence other than witness testimony is being obtained and whether it is all 
placed on the Case File;  

 whether safeguards have been put in place to ensure that the investigations are conducted 
in such a manner so as not to violate the rights of suspects, not to harass or intimidate 
witnesses or victims, and to ensure the maximum protection and preservation of 
evidence;  

 whether records are kept of every payment for expenses by OCIJ Investigators to 
witnesses, when these payments are made and who decides upon the amount paid;  

 whether there is a consistent approach by the OCIJ to insider witnesses and offers of 
protective measures or immunity agreements;  

 whether there is a consistent approach to potential defence witnesses who might require 
more protective measures than witnesses whose evidence incriminates the accused;  

 whether the OCIJ Investigators have kept a list of questions they asked of persons they 
interviewed;  

 whether the OCIJ Investigators have maintained a chain of custody of all evidence 
collected and added to the Case File; 

 whether alternative versions of the events set out in the Introductory Submission have 
been discussed by the OCIJ;  

 what these alternative versions of events are;  
 whether the OCIJ has instituted a robust system for identifying, collecting and evaluating 

exculpatory evidence during the judicial investigation;  
 and whether the Co-Investigative Judges verify that such a system is being applied by all 

OCIJ Investigators to whom they delegate responsibility for carrying out investigations 
via Rogatory Letters. 

 
Summary of the Argument 
The Defence argued that: 
 
Denial of the Third Investigative Request violates Mr. IENG Sary’s fundamental fair trial 
rights.  The information requested through the Third Investigative Request is necessary to 
protect Mr. IENG Sary’s fundamental rights to prepare an effective defence, to be 
presumed innocent and to be tried before an impartial tribunal.  The refusal to add this 
necessary information to the Case File is thus a violation of these rights. 

Denial of the Third Investigative Request negatively affects the transparency of the 
proceedings.  The proceedings are required to be open and transparent and the 
information requested through the Third Investigative Request is necessary to ensure this 
transparency.  Failure to ensure that the proceedings are transparent will have a lasting 
negative effect on the legacy of the ECCC. 

 
Essence of submission 

The Defence needs the requested information in order to ensure that Mr. IENG Sary’s 
rights are adequately protected.  There is absolutely no reason for the OCIJ to refuse to 
provide this information.  The requested information deals with the methodology of the 
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OCIJ’s judicial investigation, and not the substance of the investigation, which must 
properly be kept confidential. 


